Murrumbidgee River
Narrandera to Darlington Point
18 – 21 November 2018

Wayne Hooper, Libby Robertson , Anne Langsford , Don McDonald, Chris Hofmeyer, Charlie
and Marina Walker, and Helen Royle all gathered at the Narrandera boat ramp to start our
paddle down the Murrumbidgee River.

Day 1 Distance paddled - 30 km

We had expected to camp at Yanco Weir because
the track notes we had said it was 30 km from
Narrandera, however we reached the weir after
only 23km. Landing proved difficult as the edge was
very steep and the mud very deep.

After nearly losing
our shoes and
having the kayaks
held tightly by the sticky mud we made it
to solid ground and enjoyed lunch before
tackling the portage.

The portage around the weir (about
300m) was tricky but with four people
to a boat and some straps to make a
sling for the kayak we managed.

It was hot work so we enjoyed a
swim before getting back into the
kayaks and continuing downstream.

There were lots of sandbanks along the river
as it twisted and turned on its meander
downstream. It was easy to find good
camping spots each afternoon.

Chris and others enjoyed a swim
after pitching camp.

Day 2 Distance paddled – 31.4 km

Although Helen thought we almost left
before sunrise it was about 7:30am,
beautifully calm and picturesque as
we pulled out of camp on day 2.

The river banks were tree lined with much of the area in State Forest land, of course these lead to
inevitable snags which, in places, Don and Charlie tried ‘jumping’ over while the rest of us did some
tricky manoeuvring to negotiate.

There were also sandbars
that stretched almost
completely across the
river. This was the only
one that we needed to
walk the kayaks over.

Track notes from ‘Paddle Eastern Australia, New South Wales & Queensland, Rivers, Lakes &
Estuaries’ by Chris & Yvonne McLaughlin, 2007, recommended the minimum level as 2m at the
Narrandera gauge (https://realtimedata.waternsw.com.au/ check ‘Daily River Reports’). When we
set off the level was 1.9m and it dropped to about 1.8m by the time we reached Darlington Point.

We arrived at Gogeldrie Weir before lunch
and found a fairly easy place to get out on
river left amongst some trees. Again we were
surprised at the distance; the track notes had
this weir 70 km from Narrandera but we
recorded it at about 53 km. After an
enjoyable lunch we carried some of the
heavier items from our kayaks to the other
side of the weir and found a suitable launch
spot. We then set up in teams of four to
carry the kayaks. As we were taking the last
two kayaks a workman in a truck arrived to
do some work and kindly transported the last
kayak over.

Reflecting on our paddle at the end of Day 2 we all
agreed that the portage at Gogeldrie Weir (only 200 m)
was making us all very fatigued but it didn’t spoil the day.

The weather forecast was for rain and possible storms in the afternoon so Wayne and Anne rigged
up some emergency shelters near the tents. The rain held off while we cooked and enjoyed dinner.
Then there was some thunder and rain which sent us diving under the shelters and eventually to our
tents for a well-earned rest.

Day 3 Distance – 41.6 km
There was still some rain about early in
the morning so we set off wearing warm
gear as we continued downstream. There
were more snags in the river as the water
level was dropping throughout our
paddle. When Libby did a quick change of
direction to avoid a submerged tree
trunk, Wayne discovered that his touring
kayak didn’t respond to his sweep stroke like his white-water kayak did!
As we paddled there were sightings of majestic Sea Eagles flying along the river and one spot where
there was a very large flock of different raptors circling, but we couldn’t see what was attracting so
many birds to the one area. We saw Grey Kangaroos and several wallabies that were so dark they
looked almost black. The kookaburras were usually the first birds to acknowledge the dawn and then
also laughed at us throughout the day.
We arrived at Darlington Point (103 km by river from
Narrandera) with enough time to retrieve the cars from the
launch spot, pitch camp, shower and be ready for dinner at
the local hotel just across the river. The meals were
fantastic, we highly recommend the Punt Hotel.

We were all glad we were safely off the river on Thursday
22 Nov as maximum wind speeds in the area reached
87km/h; however, that did make the drive home difficult,
battling wind and muddy rain.

Reference
‘Paddle Eastern Australia, New South Wales & Queensland, Rivers, Lakes & Estuaries’ by Chris &
Yvonne McLaughlin, 2007

